INTRODUCTION TO CHROME GUIDEDSMILE SEPTEMBER 2022 *COURSE
FULL* (EMAIL TO JOIN WAITING LIST)
Start Date: 16th, September 2022
End Date: 17th, September 2022
Cost: £1750

Course Introduction
Introduction to CHROME GuidedSMILE *PLEASE NOTE THIS COURSE IS FULL. TO JOIN THE WAITING LIST FOR A
CANCELLATION OR NOTIFICATION OF NEXT COURSE DATES BEING RELEASED, PLEASE EMAIL
enquiries@lsbrownecentre.com*

Learning Objectives & Aims
To introduce the delegates to the fully guided, immediate full arch treatment workflow

To understand the assessment and data collection requirements for full arch immediate cases

Become familiar with the surgical and restorative steps required when using the CHROME stacked guided system

To gain an appreciation of the management of these complex cases and how to safely introduce such treatment options
into your practice

To learn how to engage and involve your dental team.

Course Schedule
Day 1: Introduction to the CHROME GuidedSMILE treatment workflow including a full hands on of each step in the
process.
Day 2: LIVE interactive CHROME GuidedSMILE surgery. How to introduce CHROME GuidedSMILE into your practice and
engage your team.

Speaker List

James Hamill BDS MFDS DIP IMP DENT
James graduated from Dundee in 2001 and in 2003 started his implant career. An award winning dentist he is a member of
the Faculty of Dental Surgery and has achieved the Diploma in Implant Dentistry from the Royal College of Surgeons,
Edinburgh. He is an ITI Fellow with a passion for mentoring and education.
James offers a full range of implant solutions and has a small freelance practice limited to implant surgery and one to one
mentoring. He has been pioneering the use of guided surgery in full arch immediate rehabilitation in the UK and Ireland and
has now taught over 30 implant surgeons the techniques involved.
As CEO of Quintess Denta and Quoris 3D he is a forward thinking, relaxed and honest speaker who openly shares his
experience of practice ownership and background commercial knowledge for the benefit of all delegates.
Ken O’Brien
Ken has worked in Dentistry for 23 years, at senior management level. At the core of what Ken brings to the business is
relentless customer support and business growth along with strategic planning.
Motivation of people is one of the key elements of Ken’s management style and over the years he has attended workshops
with Deepak Chopra, Tony Robbins and many more. Ken is an emotional intelligence coach with Roche Martin and is versed
in many personality style training platforms.
Ken has both developed and ran business courses for dental clinics and regularly coaches business’s on better
performance and quick transformation. Charity is a big part of Ken’s life and in 2016 he cycled solo the length of Ireland for
Delete Blood Cancer

Course Sponsorship

Travel Information

The Venue:
The L S Browne Centre
17 Tully Road
Killadeas
Enniskillen

County Fermangh
Northern Ireland
BT94 1RL
Located in the beautiful Fermanagh country side the L S Browne Centre is more of a destination that a venue. Beautifully
appointed the centre offers a truly world class experience for all those who visit. With state of the art facilities, friendly staff
and engaging atmosphere the centre oozes and lives its ethos of ‘When you know better, you do better’.
Accommodation:
Preferential rates are available from our partners:
• The Manor House Country Hotel Manor House Country Hotel | Hotels in Enniskillen Fermanagh
Travel:
• The L S Browne centre is situated only 90 mins from Belfast and 120 mins from Dublin airports.
• Pick ups can be arranged direct to our accommodation partners.

